To Personnel Charged in Installation Work and Service

Wireless remote controller kit
Model: RBC-A332W/UL

INSTALLATION MANUAL

How to handle the remote controller
1. Push back the installation position on the wall to check that the signal from the remote controller is received correctly.
2. Loading Batteries
   - Remove the battery cover.
   - Insert 2 new batteries (R03 [AAA]) following the (+) and (-) poles.

How to wire the signal receiving unit

Connection diagram

Remote controller address (A-B selection) setting
- When two or more signal receiving units are installed in a room, a unique address can be set for each signal receiving unit to prevent interference.
- Address (A-B selection) must be changed on both signal receiving unit and wireless remote controller.
- For the details of address change (A-B selection) on wireless remote controller, refer to the owner's manual.

Test run (Forced cooling operation)

- Turn off the indoor unit power supply. Turn on the bit 4 of DIP switch SW30 on the signal receiving unit P.C. board.
- The setting change is shown below.

Group control
- Headster and follower remote controllers are operable even if they are installed to any other 4-way cassette type air conditioner (indoor unit) after the installation is completed. 
- Check the wiring/piping of the indoor and outdoor units in forced cooling operation.

LEDs on the signal receiving unit:
- OFF: Blinking (at intervals of 0.5 seconds)
- ON: Stay on
- 3 준비

Notes on installing remote controller
- When using a wireless remote controller in the remote controller holder on a wall, turn on a fluorescent light and operate the remote controller at the installation position. Make sure that the air conditioner operates normally and then secure the remote controller holder on the wall.
- When installing a remote controller that senses room temperature with the sensor, avoid the following places:
  - A place exposed to direct sunlight or warm air or direct sunlight
  - A place subject to thermal effects

Explanation to the customer
- After the installation work has been completed, execute a test run to check for normal operation and then hand the customer the Owner's Manual and Installation Manual of the wireless remote controller kit.
- Explain how to use and maintain the wireless remote controller kit to the customer according to the Owner's Manual of the wireless remote controller kit.
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